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Commercial bank's competition is very fierce, now want to gain a foothold in the 
fierce market competition, will greatly improve the production efficiency of the bank, 
and to increase the productivity of the Banks are bound to rely on needed to improve 
the quality of employees, to master professional knowledge and proficiency on the 
application of the professional knowledge. So develop a staff education training 
system can adjust the allocation of bank organization human resource distribution, 
form effective bank organizational unit, complete task of bank operation. Bank 
employees remote education system, is based on computer network, the teacher 
through network teaching information to every worker, the worker by networked 
computers using only some simple operations can be timely and accurately obtain 
needs of professional and technical knowledge. For the applicable requirements of 
modern enterprise system, to promote scientific, standardized, enterprise management 
to develop a comprehensive support to complete daily work of enterprise staff 
education training database application system is completely necessary.  
This system using Microsoft's ASP as development tool, SQL Server2005 as 
background database, in combination with the practical situation of commercial bank 
employees, in order to commercial bank employee knowledge updating and 
development based on B/S mode of remote education training system of bank.  
This paper mainly introduces the analysis of the system, the whole process of 
design and implementation. This system consists of multiple modules, in which 
commercial bank employees to browse courses and teachers information in the 
application module and management module for the main module of confidence in 
tutorials. Realize the teachers' personal information changes, setting of courses and 
online test questions, answer questions function and staff registered login, modify 
personal information, select browse courses, online testing, and other functions. 
Among them through the different choices of different identities when they log on to 















data users to malicious modification. This system friendly interface, convenient 
operation, complete function, are in conformity with the commercial bank staff 
education and training needs.  
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